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The first segment we talked about, “what if you want to wait and prolong retiring?”; whereas the
second segment we talked about: “can you retire early? What if you retire too early?”
You can retire too early. Sometimes you're forced into it. You know, sometimes it's by your own
design. We gave you some things to think about. Then there's the people who just want to keep
going. I will never retire until my mind or my body forces me to, so I can either do this for free, or
I can get paid.
In our third segment, we talked about how falling interest rates can impact you in different areas,
whether it be installment loans, credit cards, or mortgage loans. One thing we didn't didn't cover
was: how does it affect what you can make on your savings?
It's an inverse thing. People who have CDs, especially in the past, are very similar in nature to
farmers. They just put the money back in. A CD declares interest quarterly. You know what it's
going to be because you have a fixed interest rate. The CD pays the interest rate quarterly and
it goes back into the CDs.

For most of these people, they don't live on the income. So I remember meeting a guy, he and
his wife had saved up a little over $1 million in CDs and interest rates had continued to fall. It
was about 2010 and I'm sitting down with him, he finally looked at me and took his hat off. He
puts it on his knee and he says, “Okay, Joe, tell me the truth.” And I go, “What's that?” Bob
says, “I don't understand why I have more income today and interest rates are lower than I had
before.”
What was happening was he and everybody else had put all of their money back in their CDs
for years and years, and he had been using his checkbook. Money was his income stream to
pay the taxes on the interest for the CDs, so that all of the CDs continue to roll into more CDs, in
bigger CDs. He grew his farm ground, except instead of being a farm, it was a CD. In his mind
he hadn't put two and two together. His interest rate was lower, thus his taxes were lower. Thus
he had more spendable income in his checkbook. And that is really some of the confusion that
we see and it happens all the time.
One of the things that we focus on here at the Financial Enhancement Group is trying to help
people better understand their money. At the end of the day, we reduce financial regret. That's
our job. If you want to do it on your own, that's your business. If you're looking for a fiduciary,
that's our business. Give us a call at (800) 928-4001. We'll get you set up with one of our
advisors and we can sit down and have an intelligent conversation. We promise to do three
things: 1) tell you things you should consider today, 2) things you may want to consider in the
future and 3) what we'll do for you in a written form.
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